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Summary of Facts and Submissions 

I. In a decision taken at oral proceedings held on 8 May 1984 

and communicated on 30 July 1984, the Opposition Division 

rejected the oppositions which had been filed against European 

patent No. 0 018 416, granted upon the subject-matter of 

European patent application No. 79 900 558.2, and maintained 

the patent unamended. 

II. The first opponent, Stolliack Aktiengesellschaft, lodged an 

appeal against this decision on 26 September 1984, paid the 

appeal fee on 20 September 1984, and filed the Statement of 

Grounds on 22 November 1984. 

The second opponent, BASF Farben und Fasern Aktiengessellschaft, 

lodged an appeal on 27 September 1984 with simultaneous payment 

of the apoeal fee, and filed the Statement of Grounds on 

5 December 1984. 

III. In a letter dated 10 June 1985, received on 13 June 1985, 

the representative of the patentees stated that 

they did not approve of the text of the specification with the 

intent that the patent should be revoked. 

Reasons for the Decision 

1. Both appeals comply with Articles 106 to 108 and Rule 64 EPC 

and are therefore admissible. 

2. The Board cannot decide whether the appeals are wholly or 

partially justified. Since the patentees have stated that 

they no longer approve of the text of the patent as granted 

and have not submitted an amended text, there is now no text 

of the patent on the basis of which the Board can consider the 

appeal: Article 113(2) EPC requires that the European Patent 
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Office shall consider the European patent only in the text 

submitted to it, or agreed, by the proprietor of the patent. 

3. Since the text of the patent is thus under the control of the 

patent oroprietor(s) it follows that a patent cannot be main-

tained against his(their) will. If, as in the present case, 

the patent proprietors withdraw their aoproval, expressed 

before the first instance, of the text of the patent as 

granted with the stated intent that the patent should be 

revoked it must be concluded that they wish to prevent any 

text whatever of the patent being maintained. 

4. The patent proprietors cannot, however, terminate the proceed-

ings by informing the European Patent Office that they are 

surrendering the European patent since the Convention makes no 

provision for this. Thus, they could only, as far as national 

law permitted, surrender the patent vis--vis the national 

patent offices of the designated Contracting States under the 

relevant national law. 

5. At the same time, the proceedings ought to be terminated as 

quickly as possible in the interests of legal certainty. In 

such circumstances the only course open to the Board is for 

it to revoke the patent, as envisaged for other reasons in 

Article 102 EPC (see Decision of the Technical Board of Appeal 

73/84 dated 26 April 1985, OJ EPO 8/1985, p.  241). 

Order 

For these reasons, 

it is decided that: 

(1) The decision of the Opposition Division is set aside. 

(2) The European Patent No. 0 018 416 is revoke. 

The Registrar: 	 The Chairman: 

J. Rückerl 	 0. Huber 


